
9, (a) Define student's test and its important properties.

(b) Explain the difference between parametric and

non-parametric tests. (8,8)
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Compulsory Question

1. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Give the representation of a real number 0.625 in a

computer using single precision IEEE format.

Write the formula for Langrange's Interpalation. Using
Langrange's Interpalation find "(3.5) for the following
tables of values :

)c:1234
frx): I 8 27 64

Find the Arithmetic Mean (AM) of the marks obtained

by 9 students of a class given below 52, 40,70, 43,75,
40,49,35,65.

Find cov(*, y), if I*, - 60, Ey, - 95,Lxptr= 5'74, n = 10.

(4,4,4,4)
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2, (a)

(b)

3. (a)

(b)

UNIT.I

Divide 05765W by 0.253285.

Calculate the value of (1 + x)2 and (* + 2x) + I when
x = 0.49998(-2). Find the relative erors in two methods

of calculating the expression. Which is prefened method.
(8,8)

Find the root of .f -2x + 5 = 0 using Newton-Raphson

method correct to three decimal places.

Apply Euler's method to find an approximate value of y
correspondirg to x = 0.1 with 4 sub-divisions, given that

dv.
*=* -y'andy=latr=0, (8,8)

(b) Find the first derivative of the function tabulated below

at the point x = 1.1 :

x 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

flx) 0 0.r28 054 1.296 2.432 4.00

(8,8)

UNIT.III

6. (a) If arithmetic mean and geometric mean of two values

are 10 and 8 respectively. Find the two values.

(b) Find the variance and standard deviation for the following

data:

(8,8)

(a) Find the corrected values of the following moments using

Sheppards correction. The width of classes in the
distibution is 10 and pr= Ll3J2,tb = -8.11, F4 = 35225.

(b) Find the probability distribution of the number of sixes

in three tosses of a die. Find also the mean and the

variance. (8,8)

UNIT-IV

8. (a) What do you mean by correlation ? Explain various
method to study correlation.

(b) Find the regression coefficint of y on x for the data :

f*r=24;2y=44;Zxy=306;7.* = l64i2f = 574; n= 4.
(8,8)

UNIT-II

4. (a) State and prove Newton-Gregory formula for Backward
interpolation.

(b) Determine the polynomial of second degree, which is

the best approximation to ..f, on the point set

(8,8)

I

5. (a) Evaluate t#;7 dr using Simpson's |ra rure taking
t r +.r-

7

{0, *, f, ,}

h =Ji

J)

ll

xi 4 8 l1 r7 20 24 32

fi 3 5 9 5 4 3 I
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